Inject-O-Meter IOM-96 B

Questions and Answers about the Inject-O-Meter high volume fertigation/chemigation pump....

Q: Who is Inject-O-Meter?

A: Inject-O-Meter is recognized as the world leader in manufacturing fertigation pumps. Our company has sold products domestically and internationally. Worldwide, our pumps are known for “quality” and are recognized for their ability to withstand any harsh environment.

Q: Why is Inject-O-Meter marketing a “high volume” pump in the agriculture market?

A: Simple; Our customers in the marketplace. Our market intelligence has shown our customers are seeking high volume outputs on a small platform.

Q: How do you know the Inject-O-Meter “IOM-96 B” works?

A: The design of the “IOM-96 B” has been in use for 4 years in select domestic and Middle Eastern agriculture markets.

Q: What makes the Inject-O-Meter “IOM-96 B” pump different than other high volume pumps seen in the agriculture market?

A: The IOM-96 B is positioned on a small platform; yet gives the end-user high volume output. Most high volume injection pumps are expensive, extremely heavy and hard to transport. The IOM-96 B weighs just over 100 pounds and uses the same base plate configuration as our other low volume injectors. The suggested retail cost of the 200-gallon per hour unit is $2,528.00; other high volume injectors are 2 times that amount.

Q: What are some of the features of the IOM-96 B pump?

A: A pump that is virtually maintenance free; a pump with an output of 200 gallons per hour on a rugged yet lightweight platform. All Inject-O-Meter pumps are simple to operate and simple to repair.
Technical data for the IOM-96 B

Configurations: Simplex and Duplex
Max Outputs: Simplex (100 gph)  
            Duplex (200 gph)
Power Options: Electric (1 phase, 3 phase, 12 volt, 90 volt)  
               Honda gas, Belt Drive and Hydraulic)
Seals: Viton O-rings
Motor: 1/3 HP Farm Duty TEFC motor for Simplex configuration  
       1/2 HP Farm Duty TEFC motor for Duplex configuration
Wetted Parts: 316 Stainless Steel
Weight: 80 pounds Simplex  
       105 pounds duplex
Piston Size: 1 7/16”
Color: Red and Black

Picture of IOM-96 B Simplex 3 Phase Unit
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